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Overview of the presentation 
 
Evaluation of the SDGs: 
• Image of ‘the good life’ 
• The (welfare) state 
• Development within planetary boundaries 

 
Ethical theories, practices and ideals 
• Libertarianism and utilitarianism 
• Kantian and Rawlsian ethics 
• After Virtue (MacIntyre) 

 
The worldview approach 
• Ethics and values 
• SDGs and other worldviews 



Earth System Governance: “the collective 
attempt at bringing our societal development 
paths in line with exigencies of earth system 
boundaries” (Biermann 2014:47)  

Article 1 All human beings 
are born free and equal in 

dignity and rights  

After Limits to Growth: 
“Sustainable development is 
development that meets the needs 
of the present generation without 
compromising the ability of future 
generations to meet their own 
needs.” 
(Our Common Future, WCED 1987)                             

MDGs 

1948 → 1971 → 1987 → 2001 → 2015  



Sustainability ~ quality of [human] life 

1. What is ‘the good life’ in the SDGs? 



Aspiration: “equal rights to economic resources, access to basic services, ownership and 
control over land and other forms of property, inheritance, natural resources, appropriate 
new technology and financial services” (#1.4) and of participation and justice (#16.3).  

Aspiration: the absence or elimination of physical, emotional and social suffering and the 
fight against evil (hunger #2; illness #3; violence #5.2, #16.2; corruption and bribery 
#16.5).  

There is no mentioning of other aspects of ‘the good life’ such as in sports, nature, arts or 
religion. 

The SDGs are deeply ethical… 

The SDGs reflect (Late) Modernity: “a generic outlook concerned above all with liberating 
individuals and groups from constraints which adversely affect their life chances”, the 
“release of underprivileged groups from their unhappy condition, or to eliminate the 
relative differences between them”, and to make the imperatives of justice, equality and 
participation a primary concern (Giddens 1991:210).  



GDP-growth. Target 8.1: “Sustain per capita economic growth in accordance with 
national circumstances and, in particular, at least 7 per cent gross domestic product 
growth per annum in the least developed countries”. 
 The nature of such (GDP) growth should apparently be to a large extent in 
public good delivery, such as health and educational services (#3, #4) and water (#6) and 
energy (#7) supply. 

Well-being. The SDGs express a conventional concept of development:  
• a variety of ‘beyond-GDP’  indicators manifest the need for a more comprehensive 

measure than GDP; 
• well-being is (also) relative: comparison with those around you and the recent past 

matters a lot 
• well-being is increasingly decoupled from income measured as GDP/cap, notably 

because of technology. 
 

Inclusion of such other aspects of wel-being require a more explicit investigation of the 
complementarities and trade-offs between the SDGs. 

The SDGs reflect a huge development aspiration… 



Well-being can, particularly 
through technical innova-
tions and at above-poverty 
levels, increase at a higher 
pace than the growth in 
monetary transactions i.e. 
GDP/person (Zanden et al. 
2014).  



Public goods. The majority of the SDG-goals and SDG-targets are about collective not 
individual needs, about public not private goods, about common pool resources. This 
makes the institutional intentions and capabilities of UN member states an important 
precondition. But there is no mentioning of governments or the state as such.  

2. political: do the SDGs imply a global welfare state? 

The state. The goal in international development circles is Getting to Denmark: “… a 
mythical place that is known to have good political and economic institutions: it is 
stable, democratic, peaceful, prosperous, inclusive, and has extremely low levels of 
political corruption.” (Fukuyama 2012:14),  
 
To reach this goal, a competent and impersonal state bureaucracy, rule of law and 
democratic accountability are essential. More, not less state is often needed.  Is the 
(welfare) state the solution and is a global (welfare) state possible and desirable? 

Ethics and development – who should and will deliver? 



Wealth Redistribution 
Industrial Policy 
 
Social Insurance 
Insurance, Financial Regulation 
Overcoming Imperfect Information 
Regulating Monopoly 
Education, Environment 
Addressing Externalities 
 
Protecting the Poor 
Improving Equity 
Public Health 
Macroeconomic Management 
Property Rights 
Defense, Law, and Order 
Providing Pure Public Goods   
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(World Bank 1997, Fukuyama 2015) 

Scope for the State – can it deliver what it is expected to deliver? 



(World Bank 1997, Fukuyama 2015) 
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Can/should non-State actors deliver? 
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Selected World Governance Indicators as proxy of Effectiveness 
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How to make institutions more performing? Beyond states and markets: polycentric 
governance (Ostrom 2009).  
People are motivated by what other people do: reciprocity. This is sustained by trust 
(Rothstein 2015). 
THIS IS WHAT OUR RESEARCH AND MODELS SHOULD INVESTIGATE AND EMPOWER 



Limits to growth. The 1971 Limits to Growth (Meadows et al.) report indicated (source- 
and sink-based) overshoot-and-collapse unless population and economic activity growth 
become stable. 
 In the 1987 WCED-report Our Common Future, the basic assumption was that 
development aspirations in the nature of the SDGs could be fulfilled within the ‘limits to 
growth’. The IPCC B1 scenario was constructed from the same assumption. 
 Other studies such as The Future of the Environment (Duchin and Lange 1994), 
the TARGETS Global Change project (Rotmans an De Vries 1997) and others doubted this 
assumption (also on the basis of formal dynamic models).  

3. Development within planetary boundaries? 

The 2000 IPCC-SRES B1 scenario 



World3 Trends until 2020: Limits to Growth 

business-as-usual 
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World3 Trends until 2020: feedbacks from depletion, 

soil erosion and pollution in business-as-usual  



http://sustainable.unimelb.edu.au/sites/default/files/docs/MSSI-ResearchPaper-4_Turner_2014.pdf  
16 

Limits to Growth: model vs. reality  
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KC and Lutz Dellink et al Jiang and O’Neil 

Courtesy: Van Vuuren; Riahi et al. (2016) 

In 2016 there is still a B1 scenario (SSP1) which fulfills the SDGs 
– but it is surrounded by other possibilities 

SSP1  

SSP3  

The Shared Socioeconomic Pathways (SSP) 

assumptions on drivers 



Incompatibility. Interactions between SDGs are not considered. For instance, concern 
about preservation of biodiversity is expressed in SDG #15: “Protect, restore and 
promote sustainable use of terrestrial ecosystems, sustainably manage forests, combat 
desertification, and halt and reverse land degradation and halt biodiversity loss”. 
 However, the very changes that threaten ecosystems and biodiversity (i.e. the 
expected increase in extensive and intensive use of land, water and air sources and sinks 
- SDGs #2, #6, #7, #13, #14) are essential elements of human development aspirations. 
Besides, there is the issue of climate change (#13). 

Feedbacks. Remarkably, many of the SDG-goals are formulated as if the planetary 
boundaries have no significant negative feedbacks on the potential and effectiveness 
with which they can be fulfilled e.g. provision of health services, food, water and energy. 
The implicit assumption seems to be that economic growth and technology will absorb 
such feedbacks. 
 
If the feedbacks work out badly and do not fulfil (rising and ICT-fed) expectations, what 
will be the impact on prevailing values and ethics?  



Ethical theories, PRACTICES AND IDEALS 

Industrial Era ethics: the individual-oriented ethical theories of Modernism  

[rational] 
homo 

economicus 

    Utilitarianism: desires      

Libertarianism: entitlements 

• Individualist: attraction to pleasure and aversion to pain are the only 
motives for human action, actions evaluated in terms of utility  

• Moral judgments are  expressions of preference, attitude or feeling 
• Conclusion: no basis for ethical judgments – it is a consumer and 

producer ethic and without history 

• Individualist: individuals pursuing and negotiating their private 
interests under minimal constraints  

• A just distribution of property is when you are legally entitled to it 
• Conclusion: no basis for justice – it is an ethic of power and luck and 

without history 

‘the good life’ The State 

Nature 

intuitionism 
emotivism 
hedonism  
narcissism  



Enlightenment ethics: the rationalist - universal ethical theories of Modernism  

[rational] 
homo 

economicus 

  Utilitarianism: desires   

Liberalism: entitlements 

intuitionism 
emotivism 
hedonism  
narcissism  

 Rawls Theory of justice: needs 

   Kant: reason & respect 

• Utility can be summed over individuals: social utility 
• Justice is the (aspration towards a) situation of maximum social 

utility (“the greatest happiness of the greatest number”) 

Attempts to find 
an objective basis / 
social connection  

for ethics 

Ethical theories, ideals and practices 

Ethics is rooted in the necessity to reconcile 
the entirely individual desire with that which 
is collectively desirable (Russell 1954). 



Enlightenment ethics: the rationalist - universal ethical theories of Modernism  

[rational] 
homo 

economicus 

  Utilitarianism: desires   

Liberalism: entitlements 

intuitionism 
emotivism 
hedonism  
narcissism  

 Rawls Theory of justice: needs 

   Kant: reason & respect 

Attempts to find 
an objective basis / 
social connection  

for ethics 

Ethical theories, ideals and practices 

Ethics is rooted in the necessity to reconcile 
the entirely individual desire with that which 
is collectively desirable (Russell 1954). 

Kant: just action is based on two universal principles: 
• rational categorical imperative: what if everyone behaves like you? 
• intrinsic value: treat humans not as means but ends  



Enlightenment ethics: the rationalist - universal ethical theories of Modernism  

[rational] 
homo 

economicus 

  Utilitarianism: desires   

Liberalism: entitlements 

intuitionism 
emotivism 
hedonism  
narcissism  

 Rawls Theory of justice: needs 

   Kant: reason & respect 

Attempts to find 
an objective basis / 
social connection  

for ethics 

Ethical theories, ideals and practices 

Ethics is rooted in the necessity to reconcile 
the entirely individual desire with that which 
is collectively desirable (Russell 1954). 

Rawls: the two justice principles are equal basic liberties and social and 
economic equality. In practice, for distributional justice we need 
corrections for natural distribution in abilities and talents: the 
indifference principle: “those… favoured by nature… may gain from their 
good fortune only on terms that improve the situation of those who have lost out.” 
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Transfer of income from rich to poor, 
in order to maximize utility should 
happen – locally, regionally, globally? 

On social utilitarianism: 
• It is the standard approach in IAMs in the form of maximum discounted 

utility 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

• a crucial question is: whom to include? Is a desire of an individual good when 
it also advances the general good and “best serves the interest of the group that is 
regarded as ethically dominant” (Russell 1954). Are there universal criteria for 
who are in that group? 

• in Modernity, science, technology and markets are the means to the 
maximization of utility (‘the ruthless logic of Modernity’) 

• there is an inherent tendency in social utilitarianism to state/corporate 
totalitarianism 

Is Big Data a utilitarian dream or a totalitarian nightmare? 
Why not let the world run by philantrophists? 



[Obstacles between] theory and practice 
 
Target 4.1: Ensure that all girls and boys complete free, equitable and quality primary and 
secondary education leading to relevant and effective learning outcomes.  
 
Libertarianism:  
Education is a private good. It will be supplied on the market in response to 
demand. The state or community has no role to play. NO ROLE FOR SDG  
 
Social utilitarianism:  
The state should offer educational services to the extent that it increases societal 
utility. This should be established with a cost-benefit analysis. ROLE FOR STATE 
 
Target 15.6: Promote fair and equitable sharing of the benefits arising from the utilization 
of genetic resources and promote appropriate access to such resources, as internationally 
agreed. 
 
Rawlsian ethics: 
Genetic resources are a common good. Those who benefit from the use of genetic 
resources [on the market], because they were first to discover or appropriate them, 
should reward the community. This should be regulated in the ownership rights 
and patentability of genetic resources. TOUGH NEGOTIATIONS 



Arsitotelian and Deep Ecology ethics for the 21st century 

[rational] 
homo 

economicus 

Internal good 

Intrinsic Nature C
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Aristoteles  

Deep Ecology  

Ethical theories 

“… in any society which recognized only 
external goods, competitiveness would be 

the dominant and even exclusive 
feature.” (MacIntyre) 

All life has value in itself, independent of 
its usefulness to humans. (Deep Ecology 

Platform) 

Environmental ethics… 

Aristotelian ethics… 

Internal goods: values worth pursuing (Shakespeare)  
 
”He who does good deeds is not paid for them by a reward which 
satisfies his more or less sensual desires: riches, celebrity, power, 
health, physical beauty, etc. The fruit of his pure, generous and 
unselfish actions is his own improvement.” (Buddhism, 
David-Néel 1939)  
 
“A thing is good… if it is valued for its own sake, and  not only 
for its effects” (Russell 1954)  



After Virtue (MacIntyre 1981): 
• virtues are based on practices: socially established cooperative human activity  
• performing practices gives, besides external goods, also internal goods that cannot 

be detached from the practice   
• practices must be imbedded in a narrative (human live as an intelligible whole) 

and in a social tradition 
• to sustain practices, institutions are needed – but they are easily corrupted by 

external goods 

A lost tradition? Aristotelian and scholastic philosophy 
 
Critique of modern moral philosophy (MacIntyre 1981): 
The moral fictions of utility, human right and bureaucratic efficiency “conceal 
behind a mask of morality what are in fact the preferences of arbitrary will and desire… 
They purport to provide us with an objective and impersonal criterion, but they do not.” 

Target 4.1: Ensure that all girls and boys complete free, equitable and quality primary 
and secondary education leading to relevant and effective learning outcomes.  
After Virtue: 
Teaching children is a practice, the teacher experiences satisfaction, what he 
teaches is embedded in community life, and the school is the associated 
institution. 



The worldview approach offers a (meta)framework to evaluate the SDGs from an 
ethical perspective. 
 
A worldview is defined as a combination of a person’s value orientations and his 
or her beliefs about the world (‘mental map’). 
 
Ways to acquire knowledge about peoples’ worldviews:  
• social surveys of values and beliefs  
• ‘perennial wisdom’: insights from philosophy and religion 
• human history 

Ethics and the sdg’s: a worldview approach 

The SDGs incorporate elements of social utilitarianism (maximize utility),  
Kantian (rationality, dignity) and Rawlsian (compensate for natural  talents) ethics. 
 
But they are without any historical context. And they lack any notion of internal 
good – of virtues and judgments embedded in tradition and community.  
 
A major challenge is to connect the bureaucratic rationality of the SDG setting 
with the values and beliefs (and experiences, perceptions, expectations and 
ideals) in the outside world. 
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Social science on values: Netherlands Value Survey 

Tradition 

Conformity 

Hedonism  

Stimulation  

Achievement Security 

Universalism  

Benevolence  

Power  

Self-direction  

Liberalism: entitlements 

  Utilitarianism: desires   

 Theory of justice: needs 

   Kant: reason & respect 

  Social utilitarianism: max   



Source                      universal ↔ particular   

Surveys  Big World 

The others 

Small world 

The self 

Weber Collective Individual 

Sorokin One single truth 

Universalism  Active 

Pluriform truth 

Singularism  Ascetic 

Steiner Objective reality Subjective understanding 

PauliJung Non-locality; Wave Locality; Particle 

LevinasWilber The Other; We I 

Schwartz Group values Individual values 

Kant Laws Maximes 

Rules for personal behaviour 

(van Egmond en de Vries 2011) 

Defining worldviews as coherent sets of values and beliefs: a heuristic framework with 
two dimensions, based on ‘perennial philosophy’. 

personal 

particular 

individual 

societal 

universal 

group 

Particular personal knowledge 

claims: 

[contingent, tacit, indigenous] 

My traditions 

My country 

My feelings 

Universal impersonal knowledge 

claims: 

[uniform, official, legal] 

The Bible, Koran… 

Declaration of Human Rights… 

The Law, Science, the Market… 



Source immaterial ↔  material  

Surveys  Giving 

Religious  

Taking 

Worldly  

Plato Ideas 

Mind 

Senses 

Body 

Hegel Idealistic Materialistic 

Sorokin Ideational Sensate 

Steiner Spirit Matter 

Jung Archetype –spiritual Instinctive-material 

Wilber Interior Exterior   

Fromm Being Having 

soul 

mind 

immaterial 

interior 

body 

material 

exterior 

(van Egmond en de Vries 2011) 

‘Objective’ indicators: 
• Poverty line income 
• Disease ocurrence 
• Education level 
• Family size 

‘Subjective’ indicators: 
• Happiness index 
• Subjective Well-Being (SWB) 

Halfway socio-economic indicators: 
• ‘stated’ vs. ‘revealed’ preferences 
• Public goods delivery 
• Corruption index, Crime index 
• Access to resources 
• GDP/cap ~ income [distribution] 

Methodology: surveys, interviews 

Methodology: empirical, statistics 
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birth rate 

Blue arrow: positive influence 
Red arrow: negative influence 
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Example: framing birth control policy 

Target 3.7: Ensure universal 
access to sexual and reproductive 
health-care services.  

- 

IN THE MIDDLE: 
DIALOGUE, 

COALITIONS AND 
ALLIANCES, 

ROBUST 
SOLUTIONS 
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Alliances between business and consumers: 
Green labels and certificates, appliance standards, CSR...  



THE REVENGE OF MODERNITY – A CRISIS OF VALUES 
 
In the reality of global capitalism, universal human rights have become permission 
for unrestrained adventure, penetration, appropriation, exploration, exploitation. 
 
In the name of universalism (market and state) and corporate and bureaucratic 
rationality, other worldviews have become marginalized in Modernity. 
 
The ‘Western’ Enlightenment ethic has built up a bad record, in the last centuries. 
Universalism of power and markets has dominated, in the name of civiization, 
progress and the Bible. 

 “Our expectations for the future may be reduced 
to these three points: the destruction of inequality 
among nations; the progress of equality among 
the people of any given nation; and, finally the 
substantial perfecting (perfectionnement réel) of 
man.” (Condorcet 1795),  



The 
world of 
the SDGs 

How to connect [the SDGs] to other worldviews? 
 
How to deal with the diversity of values and 
beliefs ‘on the right-hand side’ of the individual? 
How much diversity a community can absorb? 
 
What and to what extent can be universalized? 
• Ethics? Rituals? 
• Reason, knowledge? 
• Laws? Institutions and power? Money? 
• Humanrights? Labour rights? Animal rights? 

 
Opposition against universalization is often 
‘resistence identuty’ (Castells 1999): nationalism, 
[religous] fundamentalism, racism, ethnicism 

Some difficult questions about the sdgs… 



breakdown of universalism – is it a blessing in disguise? 
 
It means: giving up universal standards and goals, and top-down control.                     
But also more bottom-up support and creativity. 
 
Reconsidering universal rights in the light of limits to diversity. How much 
strangeness can a community absorb, and how fast? 
 
Universal justice is perhaps a fiction in view of existing differences in 
biogeography and socio-political cultures.  
 
Uniformity may be efficient but it is also a threat to resilience and sustainability.  

Globalization: “une diversité 
globalement uniforme: plus de diversité 

locale… mais la meme partout” (Di 
Castri) 

‘Normalbaum’ 
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The larger picture: 
• ‘Western’ domination recent and 

transient 
• massive redistribution is underway 
• mechanisms of change: demography, 

trade, capital accumulation 
• retributive justice, for instance in 

migration? 
• climate change? 

What to do?  
Probably, ‘we’ cannot 
do much. 
And there are large 
changes in slow 
variables… 



MODERNITY – exit routes? 
 
A rebalancing is needed, reaching out to other values and ideals. Such other 
values are security, tradition, Eigenheit, community, sharing and cooperation, 
religious beliefs and rituals, monastic life... 
…and also courage, achievement, opportunity, loyalty, even gambling, within the 
community. 
 
It implies respect for (other) irrationalities, emotions, attachments – for the strong 
and the weak. 
 
Restore the ancient virtue of temperantia, restraint, moderation – in science, in 
technology (practice slowdown), in trade (permit protectionism), in consumption 
(limit advertisement)… 

Slow down 
Buy local 
Earn less and save green 
Be a circular consumer 
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B1 COLLECTIVE AND IMMATERIAL 

(Absolute Idealism) 

Engage religious leaders and ethics 

Address values of transcendence and stewardship 

Principles and institutions for Global Commons 

Strengthen initiatives for fair trade and aid 

Nature: protect biodiversity hotspots 

Design and implement subsidiarity principles 

Revitalise science & society reflection 

Experiment with public-private arrangements 

Cyberspace as commonpublic space 

Envision and expand sustainable infrastructure 

Participatory discourse on innovations 

Stimulate and direct long-term R&D 

Regulation of (global) financial and tax systems 

Engage business in transition technologies 

Corporate Social Responsibility 

A1 COLLECTIVE AND MATERial 

B2 INDIVIDUAL AND IMMATERIAL 

(Subjective Idealism)l 

Personal growthconsciousness 

Experiment with autarchy, community 

Stimulate arts, nature education, slowfood 

Organic farming for local markets 

Experiment with forms of basic income 

Stimulate reuse and second-hand markets 

Distributed ICT-supported energy and transport 

Transparency and integrity in product info 

Local autonomy in taxes, social security 

Nature: green city design 

‘Greening’ banks and enterprises 

Strengthen small-medium scale enterpriseskills 

Merge sustainability, cost and comfort 

From junk to health food 

Address security and identity concerns 

A2 INDIVIDUAL AND MATERIAL 

Table 15.2 Elements of sustainable development strategies within the four worldviews. 
 



www.sustainabilityscience.eu/textbook 
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